
Re-imagining Higher Education

The Re-imagining Education Conference took place

virtually in March 2021, an initiative hosted by

Ecoversities, an Alliance of learners and communities

reclaiming diverse knowledges, relationships, and

imaginations to design new approaches to higher

education.

The future is now. 

There are so many people and organizations that are doing

transformative work in higher education. 

This conference was a radical experiment in gift culture,

embracing emergence, horizontal organization, inter-cultural

dialogue, and bridge-building between the changemakers

working within academia and those working on the peripheries.

We made an invitation to re-imagine, design, and embody new

approaches to higher education from within and beyond academia.

4 
Days

500+ 
Participants

80+ 
Speakers and
Facilitators 

30+ 
Sessions

This first iteration of the Re-imagining Education Conference quickly

became a warm, welcoming space filled with inspiring stories from a

diverse range of elders, educational visionaries, and self-designed

learners from the Ecoversities Alliance and partnering communities

from around the world. 

We engaged not only with concepts and words but also with the

embodied practices and models of experienced practitioners that are

experimenting and pushing the boundaries of learning. 

There was live music, poetry, embodied movement practices,

storytelling, dancing, panels, DIY workshops, meditation, book

launches and project presentations. 

We came together around the question: ‘What are the seeds for re-

imagining higher education?’ 



In the making, we learn-unlearn, we play, we enjoy! 

With only a month and a half to organize the conference, the team

very quickly adopted an agile and fun collaboration style, letting go

of expectations. Each person just showed up when they could to keep

the ball rolling. We had no roles, meeting schedules, or task

management systems. We simply showed up with a playful “yes,

and” spirit and open hearts to however the gathering itself wanted

to unfold organically. 

Loose themes emerged around planting seeds of re-imagining,

unraveling and using our whole selves for learning, not just our heads.

To this end we intentionally invited embodiment, playfulness and

mutual trust to disrupt our conditioned over-intellectualized,

colonizing approach to education.

As the organizing team, we carried a lightness and welcoming

spirit that we wanted to offer everyone who attended. While we

all had varying levels of closeness in our relationships when we

started by the time the event weekend came around we felt like

best friends whom we could deeply trust and lean on.

We hosted a pre-conference party the weekend before to begin to

instigate connection and energy around the gathering where we

invited participants, speakers and friends to share their talents and

wisdom. It was an informal space with a loosely organized rotation of

guests appearing and bringing whatever moved them.

Other components that helped create cohesion were two opening

ceremonies on the first day (to accommodate the full range of

timezones represented) and twice-a-day check-ins that were short but

energizing, and ending the day with an unstructured ‘cafe’ where folks

were put in randomly in small break-out groups to support time for

relationship building and collective reflections. The daily schedule was

split into two time blocks with three sets of 3+ sessions in parallel.

While the conference had notable themes running through it (like those

discussed in New Ancient Research Paradigms, Transformational

Pedagogies), each session also came with a unique flavor. The

Feminine Pedagogies session carried a gentle, yet sure-footed energy

with a diversity of fem-folk embodying distinct ways of being both an

active educator and an advocate for the possibility of what education

can be. Re-imagining Teacher Training is filled with questions, a sense

of exploring. 

You can find the recordings here  or by emailing 

 ReimaginingEducationConference@gmail.com 

https://public.3.basecamp.com/p/f4ZQ3krMun5hq4UgFY2ZS3wQ

mailto:reimaginingeducationconference@gmail.com


"Everything was excellent! The only glitches were not even really

glitches as they created an opportunity for creative and collaborative

problem solving and the conference would not have been the same

without them."

"You are all absolutely amazing! You give me hope. You modelled

what the way forward can and should be. My life is better because of

you."

"It felt ... wonderfully human - warm, safe, comfortable, inspiring,

open, shared, authentic, vulnerable, bright, joyful, easy, grateful,

creative, flowing and buzzing with activity, connectivity, and feelings"

"Just the registration process was blissfully inclusive, graceful and

simply straight forward. This is where I started reimagining things I

had, in fear and disappointment, put on freeze mode. Reading the

registration page. The light and wind in the minds of the organisers

and the writers filled me with new hope. I am not easily surprised yet I

was in a constant state of surprise which kept me in a state of

wonder and made life more gentle. A state you can fearlessly

reimagine."

Responses from participants:

Our invitation was to open up / unravel / crack / deconstruct our

experiences within education in order to face harmful or stuck

mindsets, and to increase our capacities for critical awareness,

compassion and creative action. To play together and actively

nurture our imaginations. The space opened up to step beyond

conventional frameworks and approaches, and to continue to ask

questions, be silly, feel together, dance alone-together, discover

common challenges, inspire each other, co-create meaning, and feel

what it feels like to find others who are also in service of we most

deeply care about. 

This way of being, of relating, of connecting feels possible because of

the foundation those within the Ecoversities Alliance created. Every

person in the Alliance has a unique story of how they found their way

there, and what it means to them.

In addition to the live sessions, we offered a community space on

Basecamp as a platform to connect asynchronously. We wanted to

keep it simple but also offer people spaciousness and opportunities

to connect in a variety of ways. The final ‘hurrah’ was a carnival

where again everyone was invited to take space to express

themselves and offer something to the group. Some truly moving

offerings emerged and added a sweetness and sense of true

solidarity to the gathering that we hope radiates through those

present as they returned to their day to day transformative work in the

world. 



We want to invite those who feel compelled to join our Global

Yatra, an experiment in bringing the spirit of the Yatra -

Learning journey to a virtual journey. A way to meet and travel

together visiting inspiring projects and people around the world

who can give us hospitality and share their stories, practices

and learnings that nurture the imagination and the horizon of

what is possible to maintain hope in difficult times and tune-in

with other possible worlds with love, affection and care.

You can find more information on the website or join us on

Facebook:

https://www.yatra.global/ 

https://www.facebook.com/ecoyatra.global 

The Ecoversities Alliance is a trans-local community of over

100 transformative learning spaces from around the world

who have been meeting and working together since 2015

through international and regional gatherings, learning

exchanges, campaigns, workshops, learning journeys, film

festivals, and publications. 

Learn more at www.ecoversities.org &

facebook.com/ReImaginingEducationEcoversities

With boundless trust in the foundations of life, our ability to

learn, and a dedication to a collective discerning of how to

move forward-inward-outward-backward...

                                                      Eileen Walz

                Sierra Allen

                                      Andrea González

        & the Ecoversities Alliance

 

         ReimaginingEducationConference@gmail.com 
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